Juice
30-80 Gallons (110-300 L) per Hour
318-848 Bottles (12oz) per Hour
314-857 Bottles (350ml) per Hour
*depends greatly on produce

Power
220V Single Phase Power
(adaptable plug option)

3HP Motor

Specifics
Overall Dimensions:
30in W x 50in L x 69in H
(77cm W x 127cm L x 176cm H)
Base Footprint:
28in W x 37in L x 62in H
(71cm W x 94cm L x 158cm H)
Net Weight: 670lb (304kg)

Features
Pulse Press Technology
Speed Control Shredder & Press
Excellent for Fibrous Produce
Fantabulous for Nut Milks
100% Washdown

The M200
Cold Press Juice Machine
We say “Press once, serve all day” and with the M200
you can totally do that. The M200 has two press bags that
press simultaneously so it makes twice as much juice as the
M100 with minimally more space in your kitchen.
For large scale distribution, with two M200 presses side-by-side
you get the same yield as a single M400. But two presses makes
it easy to switch up your pressing schedule when you need to
with flexibility for surges in production.
Or consider pairing the M200 with a smaller M75 or M100 for the
boutique or small volume shops.
Or for ginormous production, use the M200 as the boutique
press next to your M400 or M800!
(either way - don’t use this press for that small batch of avocado coffee!)
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PRESS PULSE PROGRAM

MACHINE STANDARDS
All our free-standing machines include the
following awesome features to help make
your juicing experience even that much
more awesome.
Not all of these standards apply to the CM25 or the M800 due
to their already special capabilities.

Save time and increase your yield with our
proprietary pre-programmed press cycle (say that
5 times fast). We’ve got science working for you to
save time and energy (yay for science!). Our Press
Pulse Program™ eliminates the extra work to get
more juice yield- no need to wait to push buttons or
stir to get more juice. Call us to learn more, and we
can nerd out on all the fabulous science together
(it’s so fun).

ULTIMATE SPEED CONTROL
ELECTRICAL MODIFIABILITY
All Juiced Rite machines are built in the
US with standard electrical options, but are easily
adaptable to any regional specifications. To see
specific electrical standards for each machine,
check out our downloadable comparison sheet.
Understanding your electrical needs is important
and we work with you to make sure you’re set up
correctly from the start.

100% WASHDOWN
Our machines are made of stainless
steel and are 100% washdown ready. We choose
a higher quality electropolish over standard
passivization so you can rest assured your machine
is finished to create incredibly safe and high quality
juice. Electropolish also aids in cleanability (just
use a food safe alkaline wash and acid sanitation
routine) which makes machines (and juice) happy.
Win win!

Have supreme control with the ability to
customize your speed for shredding and pressing.
Produce with higher water content may benefit from
a slower press to increase yield, and with speed
control, you have the power to test that. Many
specialty juicers have found significant benefit to
their nut milk and wine production (among others!)
with controlling the speed throughout their pressing
process.

ACCESSORIES FOR EVERYONE!
All the things you need to get started
juicing right out of the box (or shrink wrap!). Each
machine comes with a full set of press bags, three
blade types that work with a variety of produce,
exclusive wave boards that interlock to create an
irregular surface area to maximize yield, and a
shredder skirt to minimize the mess (juicing will
always be messy but we can help make it a little
less!). Get set up and get juicing!

OWNER EMPOWERMENT
We purposefully design our machines for
YOU to maintain. Why spend time finding and paying
a technician when you can service the machine
yourself and prevent excessive down time? We
empower you to handle your own business (literally).
We even offer optional Training and Set Up for all
new machines at the time of delivery. Get your
questions answered and feel confident you can do
ALL.THE.THINGS. At the push of a button. Literally.
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SAFETY COMES FIRST
Safety is a top concern when you’re
using super fast, super sharp blades and powerful
hydraulics. Thankfully, our machines have integrated
safety locks on our shredder system and emergency
stops that automatically shut down and open the
machine when disconnected or pressed. We’ve also
included safety guarding where possible and each
danger zone is clearly labeled.

